Personal Belief Exemptions Do Not threaten Immune Compromised Students any
More than do Vaccine Failure Students, and Less than the Recently Vaccinated.

Immune Compromised Students, Vaccination, and Exemptions
Any student who would be seriously at risk from exposure to a Vaccine Targeted infection is also at
risk for dozens of other communicable infections recognized by the WA DOH as “Notifiable
Conditions” (attached). If a patient is going to undergo a transplant or other procedure or treatment
that will require immune suppression, they are fully vaccinated prior, per ACIP / CDC guidelines.

(illustrated in Stelara immune suppression drug prescribing insert attached).
During and post treatment, the care regime requires the I/C patient to be kept away from all potential
antigens, not just the handful that are Vaccine Targeted. Not all the vaccines can or are designed to
interrupt transmission. The care instructions for I/C patients directs them to avoid the recently
vaccinated. Do schools notify I/C students when their
classmates are vaccinated? It would be a tragically
irresponsible decision for a pediatric oncologist or parent to
place an I/C child in the uncontrolled school environment.
(Full Hopkins information attached)
WA Educational law recognizes this and provides an in-home
tutor for the I/C student during this vulnerable period.
http://www.k12.wa.us/HealthServices/homehospital.aspx

The Medical Profession will admit that primary and
secondary vaccine failure, (VF) occurs when it supports their
call for mandates, (“everyone needs to be vaccinated because
sometimes vaccines don’t work”) but ignore these facts when it
is used to illustrate that the exempt students are no more
dangerous to their peers than are the VF students:
● The all-type MMR exempt rate is only 2.9%, and the MMR
primary and secondary VF % is a greater number.
● Primary VF for Mumps leaves 12% (4x the exempt %) never
protected and, even if effective, fades substantially in 10 years.
● The pertussis and diphtheria vaccines target the toxins from those bacterial infections, they do not
prevent transmission.
● The IPV polio does not prevent transmission but only protects the recipient from a symptomatic case.
● Tetanus is not transmissible.
● Hep B is blood borne and not air transmissible.
● The live virus vaccines are a shedding risk to I/C students.

If this was truly about student safety, all students would be antibody tested and the
Vaccine Failure students re-vaccinated or excluded.

Oppose HB 1638 & SB 5841- Keep kids in school where they belong.

Boxes around K-12 Vaccine Targeted Infections

This is infection via
vaccine viral shedding

Tetanus is not communicable
Only fatal chicken pox
is reportable

